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Integrated Sensing and Communication
in UAV Swarms for Cooperative

Multiple Targets Tracking
Longyu Zhou , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Supeng Leng ,Member, IEEE,

Qing Wang , Senior Member, IEEE, and Qiang Liu ,Member, IEEE

Abstract—Various interconnected Internet of Things (IoT) devices have emerged, led by the intelligence of the IoT, to realize

exceptional interaction with the physical world. In this context, UAV swarm-enabled Multiple Targets Tracking (UAV-MTT), which can

sense and track mobile targets for many applications such as hit-and-run, is an appealing topic. Unfortunately, UAVs cannot implement

real-time MTT based on the traditional centralized pattern due to the complicated road network environment. It is also challenging to

realize low-overhead UAV swarm cooperation in a distributed architecture for the real-time MTT. To address the problem, we propose a

cyber-twin-based distributed tracking algorithm to update and optimize a trained digital model for real-time MTT. We then design a

distributed cooperative tracking framework to promote MTT performance. In the design, both short-distance and long-distance

distributed tracking cooperation manners are first realized with low energy consumption in communication by integrating resources of

sensing and communication. Resource integration promotes target sensing efficiency with a highly successful tracking ratio as well.

Theoretical derivation proves our algorithmic convergence. Hardware-in-the-loop simulation results demonstrate that our proposed

algorithm can remarkably save 65.7% energy consumption in communication compared to other benchmarks while efficiently

promoting 20.0% sensing performance.

Index Terms—Integrated sensing and communication, UAV swarm, target tracking, cyber-twin

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

UNMANNED Aerial Vehicle (UAV) as common aircraft can
flexibly fly by autonomous control of an onboard com-

puter. Owing to the advantages of versatility and low cost,
UAVs can smoothly implement missions in numerous
applications such as hit-and-run and emergency rescue [1],
[2]. Against the backdrop of Artificial Intelligence (AI) tech-
nology, the popularity of UAV swarm-enable Multiple Tar-
gets Tracking (UAV-MTT) applications has triggered a
surge to cooperatively search and track in a wealth of sce-
narios such as border patrol and space exploration. A
swarm of UAVs not only can expand the network coverage
area but also can lead to a data-gathering process [3], [4].

Take the hit-and-run as an instance, UAVs can discover
those mobile targets affecting transportation security based
on environmental observations. The observation can be
transmitted to a center for tracking decisions, with which
UAVs can automatically associate and track mobile targets.

For the traditional centralized pattern, the decision center
is usually deployed on a base station [5]. In this context,
UAVs cannot timely obtain tracking strategies due to remote
physical transmission distance. A distributed pattern can
shorten the transmission distance by exchanging information
among neighbors [6], [7]. Nonetheless, this kind of exchange
manner introduces new challenges to the MTT. First, for the
large-scale UAV swarm, the exchange can be triggered when
targets move out of the tracking range of current UAVswhile
not always ensuring tracking timeliness for those targets
with high moving speeds. Then, the exchanged information
may be highly redundant with overlapped sensing ranges
that can incur a high energy consumption in communication.
The overhead can negatively affect the real-time tracking per-
formance. In addition, the information collected from the
onboard sensors, such as the camera and lidar, is heteroge-
neous and massive which may lead to a high transmission
latency. Finally, targets with flexible mobility can also pose
severe pressure on the real-time requirement ofMTT.

Fortunately, the Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology
can provide great potential for real-time processing the het-
erogeneous data for low-latency communication and coop-
erative tracking performance [3]. The AI methodology
enables agents to be self-trained for the optimal policy of
UAV tracking cooperation. UAVs can real-time associate
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optimal mobile targets based on exchanged information
with neighbors. The exchange manner can also assist UAVs
in making and optimizing cooperative tracking decisions.
However, it is intractable to reach a consensus on decisions
with low-overhead communication performance in large-
scale UAV swarm networks. Cyber-twin-based AI technol-
ogy may be a feasible solution to meet the low-overhead
communication requirement for real-time and cooperative
MTT.

Based on the potential cyber-twin technology, each UAV
can learn to obtain a customized digital model [8]. With the
customized model, UAVs can share their learning informa-
tion with neighbors for real-time tracking. The neighbors
can transform their flight postures based on received infor-
mation for highly efficient sensing. However, the learning
complexity of the digital model may be significantly unac-
ceptable once simulating multiple mobile targets simulta-
neously. In addition, frequent information exchange may be
occurred to ensure informational effectiveness while caus-
ing tremendous challenges to limited communication
resources and transmission reliability of the wireless MTT.
With limited wireless bandwidth, ensuring the low-over-
head UAV swarm cooperation becomes one of the bottle-
necks for real-time MTT.

In this paper, we first design a distributed cooperative
tracking framework. The framework realizes remote UAV
cooperation based on Integrated Sensing and Communica-
tion (ISC). Afterward, we propose a cyber-twin-based dis-
tributed tracking algorithm to reduce tracking latency
and improve target sensing abilities for the real-time
MTT. Based on our algorithm, UAVs can adaptively
transform beams of antennas with an interference-free
characteristic to share learning information for exchang-
ing reliability. The main contributions are summarized
as follows.

� We first propose a cyber-twin-based distributed
tracking algorithm in the UAV-MTT network. The
algorithm can assist UAVs in learning a customized
digital model to reduce energy consumption in com-
munication. It can also acquire flight postures of
neighbors to coordinate their tracking capabilities by
rapid information exchange for real-time MTT. The
model can be fast optimized and updated using our
proposed algorithm with low synchronous conver-
gence time. Furthermore, our algorithm can realize a
lightweight mapping between the physical environ-
ment and the virtual world. The imitation complex-
ity of mapping is significantly reduced by training
partial observations based on our given attention
mechanism.

� Based on the customized digital model, we design a
new cooperative tracking framework. In this frame-
work, each UAV can estimate the flight velocity of
the target by the digital model. On the one hand,
UAVs coordinate neighbors to implement proximal
observation and tracking when their velocities match
that of targets. On the other hand, based on historical
tracking experiences, UAVs can also predict the tra-
jectories of fast-moving targets to request the assis-
tance of remote UAVs for subsequent tracking.

Distal UAVs can rapidly fly to feasible airspace loca-
tions for standby tracking. It can significantly
improve the successful tracking ratio. We can
achieve both long- and short-distance cooperative
tracking patterns to respond to diverse targets mov-
ing at different speeds in a distributed manner.

� To realize a low-overhead MTT, we integrate sensing
and communication resources to promote mutual
utilization. Unlike the traditional broadcasting man-
ner, UAVs can rapidly align beams of antennas by
sensing the spatial positions of receivers. It can
ensure highly reliable information exchange with
low-overhead communication. Furthermore, UAVs
can use available sensing resources to select feasible
relay UAVs quickly for efficient remote cooperation.
The high-efficiency tracking performance is verified
based on hardware-in-the-loop simulation compared
to existing benchmarks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The back-
ground and related work are given in Section 2. Section 3
gives the system model. The optimization objective is for-
mulated in Section 4. The ISC-based distributed tracking
algorithm is designed in Section 5. The evaluation results
are presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this
paper and gives the future work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Background

We first present some background information on the MTT
and the cyber-twin system.

MTT: In an MTT system, multiple unknown targets can
appear in an area of interest and move freely. These targets
may cause potential dangers and their movements should
be tracked. In this case, the trackers need to infer the targets’
moving trajectories for monitoring and tracing [9], [10]. The
flow diagram of a typical MTT system is given in Fig. 1.
There are mainly three steps for tracking multiple targets in
an MTT system: target sensing, trajectory prediction, and track-
ing scheduling. First, the trackers such as UAVs and cruisers
should sense the mobile targets using onboard sensors (tar-
get sensing). Then, these sensors can collect more heteroge-
neous data such as the velocities and shapes of the targets.
The data can be stored in caches of trackers or transmitted
into the cloud to predict targets’ trajectories (trajectory pre-
diction). Finally, the results can conduct trackers to effi-
ciently track targets for area security (tracking scheduling).
The advantage of conventional MTT system is significant to
support the arbitrary number of low-speed mobile targets
based on the computing-intensive cloud. Meanwhile, the
weakness is that successful tracking ratio reduces eventually
when trackers track multiple high-speed mobile targets.

Cyber-twin: Cyber-twin is a virtual representation of the
physical world. It not only can be a cyber mapping to reflect
the status of physical entities but also can be a cyber thread
to record the evolution of the physical world [11], [12]. Take

Fig. 1. General procedure in a Multiple Targets Tracking (MTT) system.
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manufacturing as an example [13], cyber-twin can create a
virtual model of a product such as an industrial robot. It can
imitate the robot to enable virtual operations that provide
valuable feedback by the cyber mapping interface for
smooth task execution in the physical world. Furthermore,
cyber-twin can analyze the recorded operation data to
enhance manufacturing efficiency.

2.2 Related Work

In recent years, many researchers have exploited UAV net-
works for MTT. Many remarkable investigations are paid
attention to the high-efficient MTT. Besides, some emerging
applications such as cyber-twin technology are utilized for
performance improvement.

Target Sensing: To cooperatively sense, the authors in [5]
presented a vision-based target detection system that makes
use of different capabilities of UAVs. The system can detect
targets and find their positions in real-time. Considering the
maritime scenario, the authors in [14] proposed a matched
filter algorithm to exploit the Doppler dynamics of targets
for accurate detection. To provide a robust target sensing,
the authors in [15] proposed a new framework to combine
adversarial learning with feature disentanglement modules
for recognizing fine-grained targets such as gestures. How-
ever, these studies mainly utilize spectrum resources to
facilitate cooperative sensing while the spectrum resource
can be scarce in dense UAV swarm networks.

Trajectory Prediction and Interaction: Once targets are
detected, UAVs can cooperatively predict trajectories of tar-
gets. The authors in [3] proposed a novel Deep Reinforce-
ment Learning (DRL) approach to coordinate multiple
UAVs to provide a highly accurate prediction solution. To
reduce the position errors, the authors in [16] studied UAV
swarm-based antenna arrays using beam-forming technol-
ogy to exploit the position errors on the Angle-of-Arrival
(AoA) estimation. To enhance interactive ability, the
authors in [17] brought in an antenna array to boost the
channel capability for backscatter communication cases.
Nonetheless, existing researches mainly focus on coopera-
tive computing based on the assumption of real-time and
reliable data exchange in UAV swarm networks. A highly
efficient communication scheme needs to be studied in
some practical applications. The authors in [18] presented a
comprehensive tutorial considering UAV benefits in a wide
range of UAV applications. The communication problem is
highlighted as an open challenge. To efficiently schedule
communication resources in a UAV swarm, the authors
in [19] considered an ultra-dense UAVs enabled content-
centric wireless transmission network. The communication
overhead is optimized based on a game method. The cen-
tralized pattern is not always feasible in many complicated
MTT scenarios.

Tracking Scheduling: To optimize the tracking perfor-
mance, the authors in [20] described a cooperative path
planning algorithm to track a moving target in urban envi-
ronments. It gave the optimal tracking paths for a moving
target with low velocity. To ensure real-time tracking, the
authors in [21] designed a novel tracking framework to
accomplish simultaneous moving target tracking and path
planning for minimal computing burden. Afterward, the

authors in [22] proposed a Lyapunov-based mobile path fol-
lowing control law and a path-generation algorithm. The
algorithm was estimated in practical scenarios for the opti-
mization of energy consumption.

Cyber-Twin-Enabled MTT: Cyber-twin technology is
applied to improve sensing coverage range and swarm
tracking capability. The authors in [23] proposed a cover-set
based target sensing algorithm. It could cluster targets to
estimate their camera locations for large-scale coverage.
Based on the designed 50 m� 50 m tracking area, the algo-
rithm realized over 60% sensing coverage for mobile targets
with an average velocity of 28.8 km/h. However, the sens-
ing performance may be reduced when tracking high-speed
moving targets. For real-time tracking, the authors in [24]
developed a model prediction method in a cyber-physical
system. It could simultaneously realize trajectory planning
and tracking control. It achieved that a single tracker
avoided collision with other UAVs efficiently under 90 km/
h high-speedmobile performance. The tracking performance
with collision avoidancemay be unacceptablewhenmultiple
trackers plan their tracking paths simultaneously. To achieve
tracking cooperation, the authors in [25] proposed a novel
dynamic fault-tolerant control model for cyber-physical sys-
tems. The model realized high tracking cooperation perfor-
mance with an 80% fault-free ratio with 7 trackers.
Cooperative tracking should be studied for algorithm scal-
ability. In addition, the above studies mainly focus on track-
ing control while ignoring the communication overhead
among trackers. The high complexity of the cover-set prob-
lem needs to be considered to ensure real-timeMTT.

The aforementioned UAV-MTT researches mainly focus
on tracking cooperation under the assumption of sufficient
sensing and communication resources. Nonetheless, the
communication requirement cannot always be satisfied in
complicated MTT environments with limited accessible
communication resources. An integrated sensing and com-
munication method using the cyber-twin technology can
be a potential solution to ensure communication quality
while enhancing sensing performance for real-time UAV-
MTT.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, a cyber-twin-based cooperative tracking
framework is designed to ensure UAV swarm cooperation in
the UAV-MTT. To beginwith, we give specific descriptions of
the framework. Then, the information exchange model is for-
mulated to qualify the communication-awareMTT.

The overall logical diagram is given in Fig. 2. We first dis-
cuss the target sensing based on onboard sensors in the

Fig. 2. Illustration of logic diagram in our UAV-MTT networks.
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physical world. The data is fed into the virtual world to
implement heterogeneous data processing for high-efficient
target estimation and trajectory prediction. Then, the proc-
essed data is stored in the cache of UAVs to support the
information exchange with neighbors for accurate and real-
time tracking cooperation.

We take hit-and-run as a typical instance shown in Fig. 3,
UAVs can periodically take off to observe illegal vehicles.
When K vehicles break traffic regulations to abscond, M
UAVs can track theK illegal vehicles (targets) in the physical
world. TheUAV swarm is defined as a setM ¼ f1; 2; . . . ;Mg
and the mobile targets are defined as a set K ¼ f1; 2; . . . ;Kg.
EachUAV can be an intelligent decision-makerwith a virtual
cyber-twin system [8], which can implement environmental
sensing and modeling, sensing informational exchange, and
self-driven learning. In the cyber-twin system, we construc-
tively provide a swarm cooperative observation design to
improve tracking performance. In the following elements,
we will mainly discuss the cyber-twin system and beam-
forming based data transmission. The main symbols are also
listed in Table 1.

Cyber-Twin Based Distributed Cooperation: The data is
processed in the Manifold of UAVs for follow-up trajectory
prediction and experiential learning for accurate target
sensing and tracking. The cyber-twin models can acquire
precise topology information, including positions, connec-
tivity, and link qualities among neighbors. The information
can assist UAVs in efficient information exchange with fea-
sible neighbors for cooperative tracking. Moreover, the
cyber-twin model can make UAVs coordinate remote coop-
erators based on a rough topology relationship of remote
UAVs for cooperative tracking. The rough topology, includ-
ing positions and connectivity among UAVs, can be
acquired in real-time by a distributed routing algorithm [26].
The designed cyber-twin system is divided into three parts:

1) Heterogeneous data sensing and processing.
2) Information management and exchange.
3) UAV swarm cooperation.
Heterogeneous Data Sensing and Processing: The operation

is implemented in the physical tracking scenario. We utilize
an onboard camera and vision sensor to capture and recog-
nize targets for successful target detection. Both targets and
trackers can be significantly distinguished based on light-
weight YOLOv5 architecture [27]. In this case, the images
of targets captured by onboard cameras is processed based
on a Convolution Neural Network (CNN) algorithm.

The training dataset is manually prepared by frequently
capturing our given targets in the real world. Furthermore,
we download many similar-sized target images and tracker
images from Google Chrome explorer to improve the train-
ing reliability of the neural network.

We utilize the stochastic gradient descent method to train
our detection model with a batch size of 32 images. The
updated weight k of the loss function L and relevant
momentum variable ’ are given by

kaþ1 ¼ ka þ ’aþ1; (1)

’aþ1 ¼ 0:9� ’a � 0:0005� laka � la

� @L

@ka

�
; (2)

where a is the iteration index; la is the corresponding learn-
ing rate; @L

@ka
is the average over the ath batch of the deriva-

tive of the loss function LðXÞ ¼ �logP ðXjX̂iÞ with respect
to ka, where X is the inputted image representation; X̂i is
the ith type of image representation.

Once the output of CNN tells us that the manners of
vehicles (targets) are illegal, UAVs can acquire the relevant
status of targets, including physical distances, positions,
and mobile velocities, based on Ultra-WideBand (UWB)
radio. With the assumption of no other physical interfere,
UWB can rapidly scan surrounding mobile objects with
4.3 GHz center frequency [28]. UAVs can control the UWB
to transmit pulse using Binary Pulse Position Modulation

siðtÞ ¼
X
n

bndðt� cnIl � nIsÞ; (3)

Fig. 3. Illustration of cooperative tracking framework.

TABLE 1
List of Used Main Notations in This Work

Notation Description

M Set of UAVs
K Set of mobile targets
r Successful tracking ratio of UAV swarm
ri;j Transmission ratio between UAV i and j
Es

i Energy consumption in sensing for UAV i
tsi Sensing latency of UAV i
Ec

i;j Energy consumption in communication
tci;j Communication latency between UAV i and j
Lk The maximal acceptable prediction error for target k
Ef

i Flight energy consumption of UAV i
di;j Flight physical distance between UAV i and j
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where siðtÞ is the transmission signal of UAV i at time slot t;
bn is the polarity of pulses; cn is transmission symbol; Il and
Is are the length of time slot and symbol duration, respec-
tively. The subscript n denotes the nth scan subarea.
Numerous signals si composing a three-dimensional beam
transmit to diverse directions for acquiring the velocities
and mobile directions. In a practical scenario, we test a
UWB device with a 30� scan angle. Based on the round-trip
time of signals tg and relative transmission angle uðsiÞ
obtained by the Reconfiguration and Evaluation Tool (RET),
the mobile velocity vk of target k in time tðIlÞ is vk ¼
1
C

PC
tg¼1 D

c�tg
2DIl

, where c is electromagnetic ware velocity;
DðxÞ is the difference value. After that, the data processing
operation is implemented to improve the accuracy of the tar-
get estimation. The final output value Op from heteroge-
neous sensors is fused based on a weighted mean method

Op ¼
1

W

XW
w¼1

vwpw; (4)

where W is the number of embedded sensors; vw is the
weight of sensor w; pw is the estimation value of sensor w.
Based on this, the sensing performance vt can be given with
a predefined threshold$ [29]

vt ¼
P

k Nu½Surfðt; SiÞ�
K

� $; (5)

where Nu[x] is the number of targets in the valid areas with
sensed mobile targets; Surfðt; SiÞ is the non-overlapping sur-
face sensed at time slot t by UAV iwith state Si embodied in
Section 5. Then, the cumulative successful tracking ratio r

can be given as

r ¼ lim
T!1

1

T

XT
t¼0

vt: (6)

Information Management and Exchange: Instead of the raw
analog signals, we process the data to obtain analyzable
information terms for information management in the vir-
tual world. Explicitly, the cyber-twin models are able to
assist UAVs in predicting mobile trajectories of surrounding
targets based on the processed data for accurate tracking.
Furthermore, the cyber-twin models can assist UAVs in
time synchronization which is essential in the distributed
pattern. The local time clock is updated when events (like
sensing and exchange) are triggered. The Lamport time-
stamp algorithm is invoked to determine the order of events
for the distributed time synchronization [30]. In concrete,
the exchanging information composing a set of information
items is stored in the cache of UAVs. Each item is embodied
with an attribute set ai ¼ fojðcj;mjÞ; okðck;mkÞg, where oj
and ok are the status of neighbor j and sensed target k as
detailed in Section 5; cj andmj are the collection and storage
time with local timestamp fi, respectively. The timestamp
can be exchanged to ensure synchronous communication
among UAVs. For the exchange between any two UAVs,
the cyber-twin model can conduct UAVs to set their local
clock fi and fj to be equal to the largest value. It is arranged
and distributed by a center before the MTT implementation

with symmetry of synchronous information exchange. The
cyber-twin model can assist the UAV i on sending back a
dummy message with its local clock value fi to UAV j.
UAVs can adjust their local clocks that can alleviate the
deadlock as long as UAVs adhere to the rule. The compari-
son between the two timestamps is given by

ai ! aj; if ðfai ½i� � faj ½i�Þ ^ ðfai ½j� < faj ½j�Þ; (7)

where fai ½i� � faj ½i� denotes that UAV j has received a clock
value from UAV i at least as recent as the execution of ai.
Meanwhile, aj is transmitted to UAV j after ai; fai ½j� <
faj ½j� implies that UAV i does not have the up-to-date infor-
mation of UAV j. We can realize the synchronization
between any two UAVs after the event-trigger operation.
The information is also updated in real-time by the event
handler component, which will be implemented when the
positions of the targets and neighbors change.

For the information exchange, the cyber-twin model can
use multiple antennas and beamforming technologies. In
Fig. 4, the elevation angles of UAV i and j are denoted as ui
and uj, u 2 ½0;p�. The azimuth angles are respectively repre-
sented as hi and hj, h 2 ½�p;p�. The array factor k can be
dynamically modulated by the cyber-twin model

kðh; u; IÞ ¼
XA
a¼1

Iaexp
�j2p

�
daðhi;uiÞexpj

2p
�
daðhj;ujÞ; (8)

where A is the number of antennas of each UAV; � is the
wavelength; I is the current normalized excitation weight
limited in [0, 1].

The directions of beams can be dynamically changed
with u and h. Due to the spatial sparsity of the transmission
channel, it is common to abstract the actual array beam pat-
tern for each beam with a constant main-lobe over the
beamwidth and a constant side-lobe [31]. Let GmaðAÞ and
GsiðAÞ denote the gains of the main lobe and the side lobe,
respectively. GmaðAÞ is assumed to be non-decreasing while
GsiðAÞ and beamwidth are non-increasing [32]. In this case,
the ratio Gma

Gsi
is non-decreasing. Based on the assumptions

and the conditions on network geometry, the transmission
model with Line of Sight (LoS) propagation between UAV i
and j under a given relative physical distance di;j is repre-
sented as

ri;j ¼ BðAÞlog 2 1þ
a
fi
i PtotalGmaðciÞêd�a

i;j

T̂ þ �T þ a
fi
i s

2

 !
; (9)

Fig. 4. Illustration of communication using beamforming among UAVs.
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where T̂ ¼
P

lj2V̂ GmaðcjÞLðljÞej is the interference received
from UAV i with beams pointing towards the UAV j; LðxÞ
is captured channel gain function with spatial distribution
density x of UAVs; �T ¼

P
cj2�V GsjðcjÞLðljÞgj is the interfer-

ence with beams pointing away from the UAV j; V̂ and �V
are sets of interfering UAV j in the sight of main lobe and
side lobe, respectively. ê, ej, and gj are random variables
capturing the small scale fading of the link a

fi
i , interfering

links with beams pointing towards the UAV j, and away
from the UAV j, respectively; BðAÞ is the channel band-
width; Ptotal is the total transmission power of A antennas;

di;j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxi � xjÞ2 þ ðyi � yjÞ2 þ ðzi � zjÞ2

q
is the physical dis-

tance between the two UAVs; Gi;j is the transmission gains;

a
fi
i 2 f0; 1g is the assigned channel index with spectrum fi;

ufi;fm ¼ 1 with fi � fm ¼ 0 denotes that two UAVs simulta-

neously occupy the same channel while ufi;fm ! 0 with

ðfi � fmÞ ! 1 implies that the channel fi and fm are suffi-

ciently separated with ufi;fm 2 ð0; 1�; s 	 Nð0; dÞ is the zero

mean Gaussian random variable with a standard deviation

of d.
UAV Swarm Cooperation: During the tracking process, the

cyber-twin models can coordinate both proximal UAVs and
remote UAVs for accurate MTT. In addition, the cyber-twin
model can provide feasible tracking paths with collision
avoidance to ensure a low-latency MTT. The cyber-twin
model can assist UAVs in inviting suitable neighbors for
proximal cooperative tracking. It can reduce the communi-
cation overhead with small numbers of neighbors involved.
In this case, the cyber-twin model can also acquire feasible
associations among UAVs and moving targets for a highly
successful tracking ratio based on the low-latency informa-
tion exchange. For remote cooperation, the cyber-twin
models can assist UAVs in exploring feasible relays imple-
menting remote information delivery for accurately track-
ing high-speed moving targets. It can reduce the data
transmission latency by seeking short-distance information
delivery paths. The specific cooperative tracking scheme is
presented in Section 5.

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Based on the designed framework in Section 3, an optimiza-
tion model for MTT is formulated to explore the optimal
communication and sensing manners in this section.

In the conventional distributed tracking pattern without
cyber twin’s support, UAVs cannot always select feasible
cooperators in real-time to implement cooperative tracking
due to the high mobility of both UAVs and moving targets.
In this case, the probability of tracking failure and commu-
nication overhead in a swarm might increase with frequent
information exchange in a large-scale MTT scenario. The
system energy consumption might also increase with
long tracking paths due to unreasonable associations
among UAVs and moving targets. To formulate the
problem with optimization of communication efficiency
while ensuring a highly successful tracking ratio for a
long-term tracking process. The cyber-twin model can
accurately estimate neighbor states to alleviate energy
consumption and latency in communication for real-time
tracking.

4.1 Sensing and Communication Analysis

We can acquire different types of data from onboard sensors
with different collection rates. It brings into energy con-
sumption in sensing by scheduling onboard sensors

Es
i ¼

XW
w¼1

bwb
k
i;was;wq

k
i;w; (10)

where as;w is overhead (Joule) of sensing a bit of data from
sensor w; qki;w is the corresponding data size (bits); bw
denotes the collecting rate; bki;w 2 f0; 1g represents whether
the sensing link exists. The corresponding latency overhead
tsi with the sensing rate �w is given by

tsi ¼
XW
w¼1

qwi
�w

: (11)

For the wireless information exchange among UAVs with
unreliability, we consider the data re-transmission with the
Automatic Repeat Query (ARQ) scheme [33]. The information
exchange between UAV i and j is estimated based on the
energy consumption in communication. It is defined as the
transmission energy consumption in one unit of time between
UAV i and j. We define a package with a fixed size lp (bits) is
exchanged amongUAVs.We consider thedata re-transmission
with the Automatic Repeat Query (ARQ) scheme [33]. We
assume that transmission power isPr. The power consumption
P̂ is computed as P̂ ¼ PrI, where I is a variable denoting the
number of re-transmissions. The energy consumption in com-
municationEc

i;j betweenUAV i and j is presented as

Ec
i;j ¼ qi;jlpP̂Tr; (12)

where qi;j is the number of packages fromUAV i to UAV j; Tr

denotes a requested time. In this case, the number of re-trans-
mission I is computed as I ¼

P1
R¼1 Rð1� pRreÞp

�preRðR�1Þ
re ,

where R denotes that the Rth transmission is successful; pre
denotes the re-transmission probability. The corresponding
latency overhead tci;j is written as

tci;j ¼ qi;jlpTrI; (13)

where TrI denotes the transmission time of a bit for each
information exchange.

4.2 Trajectory Prediction

Based on the obtained information from the sensors, UAVs
need to predict targets’ trajectories. However, many con-
ventional inertia prediction approaches such as the Kalman
Filter algorithm are infeasible for these targets with random
mobile trajectories. The predictive error is accumulated as
time increases which can cause the tracking failure. In the
MTT network, Extend Kalman Filter method as a practical
approach is used to cope with the nonlinear mobile tar-
gets [34], [35]. It can approximate the nonlinear motion to
linear motion based on the Taylor series methodology.

The EKF method is composed by prediction and update
processes. In the prediction stage, the initial coordinate of the
UAV i is formulated as xtþ1jt ¼ Fxt þ vt, where F is transfer
matrix; vt is standard Gaussian White noise. The prediction
is evaluated based on Ptþ1jt ¼ F � Pt � FT . The estimation
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is fed into the following update stage. A covariance function
Stþ1 ¼ Pt þHtþ1Ptþ1jtH

T
tþ1 is defined to acquire the Kalman

gain Ktþ1 ¼ Ptþ1jt �HT
tþ1 � S�1

tþ1, where H is the measure-
ment matrix. The updated coordinate is then represented as
xtþ1 ¼ xtþ1jt þKtþ1ey, where ey is measurement residual (i.e.,
the difference between the measurement value and the eval-
uation value). The error of the UAV i is defined as ak

i ðtÞ ¼
ðxt � xtjt�1Þ. The system prediction error constraint is given
with the maximal acceptable error Lk

1

M

XM
i¼1

ak
i ðtÞ � Lk; (14)

4.3 Objective Formulation

From the above analysis, the average energy consumption
for sensing and communication is constrained by

1

Ti
ð
X
j

%i;jE
c
i;j þ Es

i Þ � Ei;max; (15)

where
P

j %i;j ¼ 1, %i;j 2 f0; 1g; Ei;max denotes the maximal
available budget of UAV i in a unit time. Ti is the consumed
time of UAV i for target sensing and neighboring communi-
cation. The constraint of latency overhead is given byX

j

%i;jt
c
i;j þ tsi � ti;max; (16)

where ti;max is the maximal latency deadline. Based on
Eq. (9), the communication efficiency is written as

#e
i ¼

%i;jri;j
PtotalPcirc

; (17)

where Pcirc is the circuit power consumption. Except for the
energy consumption in communication, the energy con-
sumption of flight and hovering needs to be analyzed to
improve MTT capability. The consumed power is directly
related to the velocities of UAVs [36]. The energy consump-
tion of flight of UAV i is given by

Ef
i ¼

Z t

t�1

Pf
i ðkvðsÞkÞds; (18)

where Pf
i ðkvðsÞkÞ is the power with velocity vðsÞ; kvðsÞk is

the UAV speed at time instant s with s 2 ½t� 1; t�. The hov-
ering consumption is also related to aircraft type and air
density ra. The corresponding consumption is written to

Eh
i ¼

Z t

t�1

cd
8
raAv

3
aR

3
a þ ð1þ caÞ

N3=2
wffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2raA

p ds; (19)

where cd is profile drag coefficient; ra is air density
ðkg=m3Þ; A and va are rotor disc area ðm2Þ and blade
angular velocity (radian/seconds) respectively; Ra and ca
are rotor radius (m) and incremental correction factor,
respectively; Nw is weight of UAV i (Newton). However,
the two status cannot simultaneously enable for UAV i,
the non-energy consumption in communication Enc

i is
given by

Enc
i ¼ maxfEf

i ; E
h
i g; (20)

where Ef
i ¼ 0when UAV i hovers, and vice versa.

Thereafter, the optimization model is formulated as

P1 : max lim
T!1

1

T

XT
t¼0

XM
i¼1

ð#e
i � Enc

i Þ
" #( )

s.t.

C1 : ð5Þ; ð14Þ; ð15Þ; ð16Þ; i; j 2 M
C2 : %i;j 2 f0; 1g;
C3 : ri;j � rmin;

C4 : di;j � dmin;

C5 : vi � vi;max

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
(21)

whereC1 denotes the constraints of sensing capability, system-
atic budget, and relevant latency; C2 gives that UAV i can
simultaneously associate a neighbor in same slot t; C3 is the
constraint of transmission rates; C4 gives the minimal flight
distance amongUAVs for collision-avoidance.C5 denotes that
the maximal tracking speed constraint for each UAV. Based on
the cyber-twinmodel, the given constraints can tightly restrain
the formulated objective. For example, UAVs will find optimal
cooperators to communicate for cooperative tracking if the
cyber-twin model can provide accurate trajectory prediction of
targets with the prediction accuracy constrain. The problem is
NP-Hard based on a given proof in Appendix, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TMC.2022.3193499.

5 ISC-ENABLED UAV-MTT

In this section, we present our integrated sensing and com-
munication (ISC) enabled distributed tracking algorithm to
realize low-overhead UAV-MTT in a cyber-twin system.
We decompose the NP-Hard problem into two sub-prob-
lems with topology control for clear analysis.

5.1 UAV Swarm Cooperation

In MTT, the topology control is quite important for coopera-
tive tracking. The position and topology of UAVs have a
significant impact on cooperative sensing. The spatial physi-
cal distance among UAVs influences coverage of target
sensing areas and communication efficiency. Furthermore,
it can indirectly affect the building of cyber-twin models
due to dynamic topological relationships.

In this context, we give a distributed topology control
rule for collision avoidance, accurate sensing, and efficient
communication. To efficiently control the topology, we set a
safe physical flight distance constraint dmin to ensure physi-
cal flight safety. With the prerequisite and the challenge of
undetermined trajectories of targets, UAVs can exchange
information with neighbors among the communication dis-
tance. When the neighbors change positions to associate
multiple targets simultaneously for a highly successful
tracking ratio, UAVs can implement low-latency informa-
tion exchange within a 2-hop communication distance in
the neighborhood. The exchanged information queue Qi;t of
UAV i has three parts:

1) The received information yi;t that is forwarded to
other UAVs at time slot t.

2) The received information xi;t from neighboring
UAVs that will not be forwarded at time slot t.
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3) The self-sensed information zi;t at time slot t.
The queue update is written as

Qi;tþ1 ¼ Qi;t �
X
k

ðxk
i;t þ yki;tÞ

" #þ
þ
X
k

zki;t; (22)

where ½x�þ ¼ maxf0; xg.
ISC-EnabledNeighboring Cooperation:With the real-time com-

munication approach, cyber-twin models can assist UAVs in
acquiring precise topology information of adjacent UAVs and
rough topology relationships of remote UAVs. The precise
topology information includes positions of UAVs, associations
among UAVs, and postures of UAVs. It can assist UAVs in
accurately estimating neighboring states for cooperative track-
ing. Based on the neighboring observation, we invoke an atten-
tion-basedmodel to explore optimal neighbors for information
exchange based on predicted targets’ trajectories. Explicitly,
the neighboring attribute oti;j is trained by a Multiple Layers
Perception (MLP) network shown in Fig. 5. Wherein, an
encoder-decoder architecture is designed based on deep learn-
ing manner [37]. For the encoder operation, observations of
UAV i, ht

i ¼ ðht
i;1; h

t
i;2; . . . ; h

t
i;mÞ, are inputted to the MLP net-

work. The original state space is mapped into a feature space
with a lightweight conversion operation ht

i;j ¼ fðoti;j;Wk
i;jÞ,

where Wk
i;j is a weight value. The decoder operation can be

implemented by the activation function mt
i ¼ otiW

q
i;j, where

Wq
i;j is a hyper-parameter. We can use tanh function to obtain

the communication probability between UAV i and its neigh-
bor j, where eti;j ¼ tanh ðmt

ih
t
i;jÞ. UAV j is selected if eti;j � 0;

and vice versa.
ISC-Enabled Remote Cooperation: The rough topology

information includes positions of UAVs and associations
among UAVs. This topology information is obtained in
real-time by a distributed routing algorithm [26] and stored
as a graph presentation in the cyber-twin model. The cyber-
twin model can provide a directional information delivery
service based on the rough topology information and pre-
dicted trajectories of targets. Explicitly, the cyber-twin mod-
els can assist UAVs in selecting feasible neighbors as relays
to deliver information towards the predicted directions of
target trajectories. The relay UAVs will feed back self-infor-
mation to the last-hop UAV for delivery state acquisition.
We discuss the delivery state from two perspectives.

1) The remote cooperators are available with a received
feedback information in a given threshold time.

2) UAVs cannot get the feedback information from the
remote cooperators in the threshold time.

Algorithm 1. UAV Swarm Cooperation

//Definition: Emax ¼ 1000.
//neighboring cooperation:
Input:Number of hidden layerH; training epochs Emax;
observation information o; number of neighborsm;
threshold value ".

Output:Communication neighbor vector CM�1.
1: Construct MLP network withH hidden layers
2: while E � Emax do
3: Initialize observation oti;j
4: for each UAV i do
5: Compute the encoded representation ht

i.
6: for each neighbor of each UAV do
7: Compute the important degree ht

i;j

8: Compute the attentionmt
i

9: end for
10: end for
11: end while

//remote cooperation:
12: if dj;v � dcom then
13: Implement the shortest path approach mentioned in

Section 5.1
14: end if
15: if dj;v < dcom then
16: Initialize the distance estimation information Cd

17: for each UAV i do
18: for each target k do
19: if i sense k then
20: while Cd > " do
21: for each neighbor fromm do
22: Compute the angle u
23: Select the neighbor with the minimal angle

to forward the information
24: Update the Cd using Eq. (23) and relay UAV
25: end for
26: end while
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: end if

For the first case, multiple candidates of remote coopera-
tors may be found based on the directional delivery

approach. The cyber-twin models can compute physical dis-

tances from where targets are approaching and exchange

the information with other candidates. The optimal cooper-

ator with the shortest physical distance is selected to imple-

ment standby tracking. The second case implies that the

current UAVs cannot find feasible next-hop relays for

smooth delivery. The cyber-twin models can still conduct

UAVs to autonomously exchange the physical distances

from target positions with other relays. The optimal UAV

with the shortest distance will fly to the assigned airspace

for standby tracking. It significantly reduces communica-

tion overheads supported by the topology information in

cyber-twin models. The delivery routes can be shorten to
Cd
dcom

-hops at least under a given communication range dcom.

The information feedback operation can also assist UAVs in

acquiring a lightweight cyber-twin model with neighbor

observation. Consequently, the cyber-twin model easily

Fig. 5. Illustration of ISC-enabled neighboring cooperation.
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control the topology for cooperative tracking by selecting

optimal cooperators.
Based on the topology information known by cyber-twin

models, we discuss the remote cooperation from the per-
spective of the ISC:

1) The sensing range is larger than communication
range.

2) The communication range is larger than or equal to
sensing range.

As shown in Fig. 6, UAV i can predict mobile trajectory
of target k over a period of time (from t to tþ rT ) based on
Eq. (14). The aqua dotted-line represents the mobile direc-
tion of target k, and the vector-distance is drT ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðxt � xrT Þ2 þ ðyt � yrT Þ2 þ ðzt � zrT Þ2
q

. When the sensing
range is larger than the communication range, UAV i can
observe and discover the feasible remote cooperator m
based on the vector distance. It is realizable to acquire posi-
tions and relative distances of all the relay UAVs with a
wide vision. We can explore the shortest path from i to m to
implement the information transmission. A connectivity
matrix Ac is formulated to represent the dynamic topology
relation. For UAV j and v, if physical distance dj;v acquired
by onboard sensors (details in Section 3) is greater than the
communication radius dcom, Ac

j;v ¼ 0, and vice versa. The
shortest transmission path with feasible relay UAVs is given
based on the following steps.

S1 Set the origin UAV i and destination UAV m with
the topology matrix Ac ¼ ðVc; EcÞ, where Vc and Ec

are set of vertices and edges.
S2 Build set Sc ¼ fig and Uc ¼ fVcgni.
S3 Select the relay vwith the shortest distance di;v.
S4 Poll vertices with element 1 in the row of v.
S4.1 Compute the physical distance dv;j.
S4.2 Update the distance as di;j if ðdi;v þ dv;jÞ > di;j.

S5 Iterate S3 and S4 until all the relays are fed into Sc;
The shortest distance and relevant relays are
recorded.

However, wide vision is unavailable when the sensing
range is smaller than the communication range. In this case,
UAVs can implement remote cooperation by selecting feasi-
ble neighbors as relay UAVs with the minimal angle u in
Fig. 6, where u is the angle between the information for-
warding direction and the mobile direction of the target k.
Meanwhile, a distance estimation value Cd is defined to
record the current transmission distance for efficiently

interrupting the transmission when Cd � ", where " is a
given threshold. The Cd is updated by

Cd ¼ Cd � kdi:j
�!� drT

�!k2; (23)

where Cd ¼ drT is the initial distance estimation; x� y is the
projection of x onto the y with cross-product operation; kzk2
denotes the euclidean norm; di;j is the physical distance
between UAV i and the next hop j. The details are given in
Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2. ISC-Enabled Tracking for UAV-MTT

//Definition: g ¼ 0:99� 0:999.
Input: Observation information S; Actor-critic network param-

eters uQ, um; updated weighted g;
Neural network parameters uP and ua; replay memoryR;
neighboring set of UAV i mi; Number of antennas A.

Output: The mission execution decision.
1: Set the number of agentsM
2: for each episode in all rounds do
3: Set an initial action m and receive the relevant state
4: for each time slot t do
5: whileM 6¼ ? do
6: for each neighbor of UAV i do
7: Implement Algorithm 1, andM ¼ Mnfmig
8: end for
9: end while
10: Select an action and obtain the reward Ri;t

11: Store the experience toR
12: Sample a min-batch to evaluate
13: for each sample do
14: Compute the new reward using Eq. (24)
15: Compute Q-value using Eq. (25) and Eq. (29)
16: end for
17: Compute the loss gradients using Eq. (28)
18: Update the gradients of neural network using

Eq. (26) and attention network using Eq. (27)
19: end for
20: end for

RiðSi; AiÞ ¼ uiðSi; AiÞ �
ai

mi

X
i6¼j

maxðejðSj; AjÞ � eiðSi; AiÞÞ

� bi

mi

X
i6¼j

maxðeiðSi; AiÞ � ejðSj; AjÞÞ (24)

ÏumJðumÞ ¼ES;A8 R

hX
i

ÏummðAijSiÞÏAi
QmðSi; AiÞjAi¼mðSiÞ

i
(25)

ÏuP JðuP Þ ¼ES;A8 R

hX
i

giðPijCÞÏPimðAijPiÞÏPim

ðAijPiÞÏAi
QmðSi; AiÞjAi¼mðSiÞ

i
(26)

LðuaÞ ¼�DQ̂ilog ðpðPijuaÞÞ
� ð1� Q̂iÞlog ð1� pðPijuaÞÞ (27)

5.2 ISC-Enabled Distributed Tracking

An ISC-enabled distributed tracking algorithm is proposed
to improve sensing capability while reducing communica-
tion overhead (latency and energy consumption). Unlike

Fig. 6. Illustration of ISC-enabled remote cooperation.
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some existing cyber-twin systems with frequent data collec-
tion, our system can realize the imitation synchronization
between the virtual twin and the physical twin by only pre-
dicting mobile trajectories of sensed targets. It can signifi-
cantly improve the synchronization performance without
the target sensing latency. In the physical world, the freshest
neighbor information is obtained based on the invoked
Lamport time algorithm for advanced information exchang-
ing (details in Section 3). When targets escape from the cur-
rent sensing area, UAVs can exchange the information with
their neighbors to transmit their following mobility status
and the target information. The exchanging operation is
event-triggered rather than periodicity. In this case, we also
reduce the frequency of information collection from neigh-
bors while ensuring the data’s freshness.

In the virtual world, each UAV can make intelligent imita-
tion with Multi-Agent Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
(MA-DDPG) architecture incorporating a policy network
and a Q-network. The physical information is fed to the pol-
icy network to output corresponding actions. The actions
are estimated in the Q-network. To obtain the optimal track-
ing cooperation policy, the process is qualified to a Stochas-
tic Game (SG) problem with a tuple ffSig; fAig; T ; fRigg,
where fSig is the state space of UAV i. It is noted that the Si

is dynamically updated because different targets and neigh-
bors are sensed in the area of UAV i; fAig is the correspond-
ing action space; T is transfer function with Si �Ai ! Si;
fRig is a reward function for a selected action. Note that we
drop the time t in the following notations for simplicity. The
Si is divided into three categories:

1) Self-state: si ¼ fki; xi; hei; vi; gi; ri; Ci;t; E
c
i;j; E

s
i g, where

xi, hei, vi, gi are position coordination, flight height,
flight velocity, and posture, respectively.

2) States of neighbors: oi ¼ ffdi;jg; fhjg; fvjg; fgjgg,
where fgjg is posture information of neighbor j,
which is used to select neighbors for cooperative
tracking.

3) State of targets: $i;k, the state of target k sensed by
UAV i, including position, velocity, and posture.

The action space is Ai ¼ fXi; ei; fmig; fsi;jg; fspi;jgg,
where Xi and ei are the flight position and pitch angle of
UAV i; fmig is the exchanged neighbor set for UAV i. The
exchanged data types are represented as fsi;jg between
UAV i and jwith fspi;jg bits of exchanged data.

The sensing and communication are jointly optimized
based on Eq. (21). Considering the energy consumption

equilibrium in communication, the reward Ri is redefined
by Eq. (24), where uiðSi; AiÞ ¼ ½DEs

i þ DEc
i þ Dtci þ DCi;t�,

and D½
� ¼ 
ðt� 1Þ � 
ðtÞ. The temporal smoothed reward
ejðSj; AjÞ ¼ �et�1

j ðSj; AjÞ þ ujðSj; AjÞ, and the parameters ai

and bi can be respectively set as 5 and 0.05 [38].
As shown in Fig. 7, the architecture incorporates four

components: critic module, actor module, neural network,
and attention model, which are given as uQ, um, uP , and ua,
respectively. The attention unit can connect to a hidden
layer of the actor-I network. The sparse vector C1�m, where
Cj ¼ 1 denotes UAV i can exchange information with UAV
j, is fed into the designed neural network. Then a matrix
Pm�h is outputted based on observation information. The
observation information and relevant actions are coupled
to cache in the replay memory R with the tuples
ðS;A;R; S0; C; P Þ. The actions are defined by the designed
action-value function based on the Bellman equation

LðuQÞ ¼ ES;A;R;S0
X
i

QmðSi; AiÞ � Yð Þ2
" #

; (28)

where Y ¼ Ri þ gQm0 ðSi; AiÞjA0
i
¼m0

i
ðSiÞ; g is the discount fac-

tor. The policy gradient is redesigned as Eq. (25). Based on
the chain rule, the parameters of neural network are
updated by back-propagation operation with Eq. (26),
where gið
Þ denotes the communication group of UAV i.
The parameters are updated as u0 ¼ tu þ ð1� tÞu0. The esti-
mation error is computed by

DQi ¼
1

kCk
X
j

Q Sj; AjjuQ
� �

�
X
j

Q Sj; �AjjuQ
� �

; (29)

where �Aj is the action under the soft-communication pat-
tern. The update is represented in Eq. (27). The algorithm is
detailed in Algorithm 2. The proof of our algorithm conver-
gence is presented in Appendix, available in the online sup-
plemental material.

5.3 Algorithm Complexity Analysis

For our algorithm, the computational complexity is ana-
lyzed based on four parts. The complexity proof with spe-
cific derivations is given in Appendix, available in the
online supplemental material.

First, the complexity of the trajectory prediction algo-
rithm is Oðn2Þ, where n is the number of rows based on an
iteration manner [39]. Second, the time complexity of the

Fig. 7. Illustration of ISC based cooperative tracking networks in cyber-twin system.
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ISC-enabled neighbor cooperation is OðI2 dÞ, where I is the
number of iterations of the designed neural network; d is
the number of dimensions of vector hi;j. In addition, the
time complexity of the remote tracking cooperation is
maxfOðV

2
c
2 � 1

2 þEcÞ; Oðn2I2 dÞg. Finally, the time complex-
ity of the ISC-based distributed tracking algorithm is given
by OðBT Þ, where B is the iterative number of episodes in
Algorithm 2; T is the number of time episodes. Thereafter,
the total complexity of the proposed algorithm is repre-
sented as OðBT ÞmaxfOðV

2
c
2 � 1

2 þ EcÞ; Oðn2I2 dÞg. The com-
plexity is lower than traditional deep reinforcement
learning due to selecting the partial neighbors to share with
instead of all UAVs.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we simulate our proposed tracking coopera-
tion algorithm in Python using the data collected from real
testbeds on the campus of the University of Electronic Sci-
ence and Technology of China (UESTC). The UAV-MTT
system includes both hardware and software implementa-
tions. We evaluate the sensing and communication perform-
ances with different numbers of UAVs and mobile targets.
We will open our source code and share sensors’ data on
GitHub.

Hardware: We randomly plan multiple trajectories of
mobile targets based on the DJI GO 4 APP. The flight trajec-
tories are stored in the cache for the tracking imitation. For
the trackers, as shown in Fig. 8b, there are mainly four com-
ponents: a small-size Manifold computer with computing-
intensive NVIDIA Jetson TX2 GPU module to construct our
cyber-twin system with required data for cooperative track-
ing imitation, a GPS acquiring geographical positions, WiFi
modules enabling communication with neighbors, and
onboard sensors obtaining the information of neighbors
and targets (detailed in Section 6.1).

Software: We choose UAVs as the mobile targets for a
challenging MTT. In the scenario, multiple trackers and tar-
gets are deployed in a boundary area with 3000 m�
3000 m. In each small enough time slot t, the positions of
UAVs and targets are assumed to be constant. All the infor-
mation collected from the real world is fused based on an
deep learning model [40]. The processed data for training
runs in the Manifold. The training process is implemented
offline using the Pytorch architecture and Python 3.7. In
addition, the DJI onboard software development kit is

developed to obtain the targets’ postures in the lightweight
YOLOv5 architecture.

We use five benchmark algorithms for comparison.

1) Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) based multi-agent
communication scheme [41]: It enables the communica-
tion among agents based on the double attention
model to reduce the redundancy of messages.

2) Existing Integrated Sensing And Communication (ISAC)
based scheme [42]: It adjusts the antenna array to opti-
mize sensing and communication performance only
based on the Radar device.

3) Conventional DDPG scheme in a distributed pattern [43]:
It coordinates UAVs to track targets using the frame-
work of centralized training with decentralized
execution.

4) Non-cooperative tracking scheme:Here we replicate our
algorithm except for the remote cooperation.

5) Deep Q-learning based multi-agent communication [44]:
It utilizes deep Q-learning to learn communication
protocols for information exchange among agents.

6.1 Data Collection

We randomly deploy multiple targets and UAVs in an area
of interest on our UESTC campus. The UAVs can observe
targets and neighbors during the tracking process. The
observation mentioned in Section 5 can be divided into four
parts: 1) the status of neighbors and targets obtained from
vision sensors; 2) the velocities of targets and neighbors
from UWB sensors; 3) the posture information from camera
and vision sensors with lightweight YOLOv5 architec-
ture [27]; 4) mobile trajectories of targets manually planned
by DJI pilot APP.

The cooperative MTT operation is shown in Fig. 8a.
UAVs can observe the status of neighbors and discover
mobile targets flying in their sensing ranges. All the utilized
onboard sensors are shown in Fig. 8b. The vision sensor and
camera are utilized to capture the targets. The ultrasonic
and UWB sensors can acquire the positions and velocities of
targets. The postures of UAVs are real-time measured for
efficient sensing based on the posture sensor. The collected
information from these heterogeneous sensors is conveyed
to the UAV CPU based on serial port protocols, where the
data processing is realized and visualized in Fig. 8c. The
swarm cooperation is evaluated by the following simulation
results. The main parameters are summarized in Table 2.

Fig. 8. The cooperative tracking scenario is represented in Fig. 8a. The observation of tracker is given at the right bottom and the trajectory of target is
shown at the left bottom. The data is obtained by off-the-shelf sensors represented in Fig. 8b. The data is processed in Fig. 8c.
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6.2 Evaluation Results

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the MTT
system using some key metrics. We summarize the metrics
and give the evaluation results to verify our system qualita-
tively and quantitatively.

Obtained Reward: In the learning process based on our
proposed algorithm in Section 5, Ri is determined by some
hyper-parameters: learning rate l, discount factor g, and
sampling batch size bs. As shown in Table 2, the value l is
adjusted from 0.001 to 0.009. We set a minimal step length
of 0.0005 to explore the optimal l. Unlike the conventional
setting method with constant g, we use an event-trigger
method to dynamically update g in Eq. (28). The value g is
reduced when UAVs associate with other targets. The
dynamic update can assist UAVs in forgetting the irrelevant
historical tracking experience for enhanced learning perfor-
mance. The batch size bs is defined as 512.

Communication Consumption and Latency Overhead: The
average energy consumption in communication of the MTT
system is represented in Eq. (12). It is reasonable because
the transmission probability between any two UAVs is
equal. The value qi;j belongs to [8 MB, 10 MB] for transmit-
ting image and context information. With six data re-trans-
missions based on IEEE 802.11 protocol [33], we obtain the
maximal energy consumption in communication

Ec
i;j ¼ 8� 106bits� 0.08 w� 10�5s ¼ 6.4 J: (30)

We reduce the energy consumption in communication
based on the following evaluation results with the proposed
ISC method in UAV swarms. Similarly, the transmission
latency among UAVs in Eq. (13) is reduced with the same
qi;j for the real-time tracking requirement.

Sensing Performance and Successful Tracking Ratio: The
sensing performance is defined in Eq. (5) with a threshold
value $ ¼ 0:8. We can acquire the number of sensed targets
when learning performance reaches a convergence state.
The successful tracking ratio is obtained based on Eq. (6)
with a cumulative average ratio. The successful tracking

ratio is larger than the sensing performance. This is because
particle targets are captured in the next slot with our
designed remote-tracking cooperation algorithm.

Fig. 9 shows the learning performance under the differ-
ent number of UAVs and targets, where we mark the con-
vergent gap between our algorithm and the fastest
convergent benchmark. We can discover that our algorithm
can perform the highest reward and robustness with which
the communication efficiency is ensured to achieve coopera-
tive tracking. On the other hand, the fastest convergence
rate implies that our designed lightweight cyber-twin sys-
tem is valid for real-time tracking. The conventional DDPG
algorithm consistently performs the worst learning capabil-
ity. The reason is that communication cannot be satisfied
between any two neighbors with undetermined transmis-
sion interference and limited sensing ranges in practice.
Our algorithm can on average improve the learning perfor-
mance by over 11.5% compared to other benchmarks.

To estimate the performance of communication, Fig. 10a
represents the comparison of energy consumption in com-
munication on different numbers of UAVs. With 30 mobile
targets, we can draw that all the energy consumption in
communication can increase as the number of UAVs
increases. It is because the frequency of information
exchanges can increase for cooperative tracking. Compared
to the benchmarks, our algorithm can significantly reduce
energy consumption in communication with the designed
attention model. The model can select the neighbors that fly
in suitable physical positions. Our algorithm can reduce
approximately 66.7% energy consumption in communica-
tion compared to the DRL-based algorithm.

Fig. 10b gives the comparison of latency overhead in the
same scenario as Fig. 10a. All the latency overhead is
increased when the number of UAVs increases. For the
existing ISC-based algorithm, although communication per-
formance can be optimized by tuning beams of antennas,
the latency can still increase due to massive and redundant
data collection. Our algorithm not only can realize adaptive
beam adjustment but also can reduce redundant informa-
tion exchange. Our algorithm can averagely reduce (72.2%,
80.9%, 85.7%, 87.2%) latency overhead compared to the
DRL based, existing ISC based, Deep Q-learning based, and
the conventional DDPG algorithm.

As illustrated in Fig. 10c, the performance of energy con-
sumption in communication is analyzed based on the differ-
ent number of targets. Under 20 trackers, the energy
consumption in communication can increase with the num-
ber of tracked targets growing, but the increasing rate of
our algorithm is the slowest one. The performance reveals
that UAVs can still select the appropriate numbers of neigh-
bors to exchange desirable information. Our algorithm can
efficiently reduce (67.0%, 71.4%, 77.8%, 80.7%) energy con-
sumption in communication compared to the DRL based,
existing ISC based, Deep Q-learning based, and the conven-
tional DDPG algorithm.

Fig. 10d compares the latency overhead in dynamic cases
of the different numbers of randomly deployed targets. The
number of UAVs is the same as Fig. 10c. Based on the pre-
requisite of accurate tracking, our algorithm can achieve
low-latency communication. For our algorithm, the growing
rate of latency overhead is moderate compared to the other

TABLE 2
Simulation Parameters

Parameter Description Value

Number of UAVs [5, 30]
Number of mobile targets [10, 60]
The maximal tracking velocity of UAVs 56 km/h
Average moving velocity of the targets [32 km/h, 90 km/h]
Total tracking area 3000 m � 3000 m
Pitch angle of the UAVs [�130�, þ40�]
Number of antenna of each UAV 4
Learning rate [0.001, 0.009]
Transmission power [60 mW, 80 mW]
Communication bandwidth [50 MHz, 100 MHz]
Minimal safe flight distance of the
UAVs

3 m

Average sensing rate of the UAVs 1 MByte/s
Horizontal sensing distance of the
UAVs

[0 m, 30 m]

Gaussian White Noise -96 dBm/Hz
The acceptable system response latency
ti;max

1.5 seconds
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four benchmarks with the designed UAV swarm coopera-
tive tracking service and lightweight cyber-twin system. It
implies that our algorithm can efficiently coordinate UAVs
to track different targets by exchanging a small quality of
valuable information with partial neighbors. The informa-
tion exchanging latency is significantly reduced by (52.3%,
75.0%, 82.1%, 83.3%) contrasting to the DRL based, existing
ISC based, Deep Q-learning based, and the conventional
DDPG algorithm.

Fig. 10e performs the energy consumption in communi-
cation based on the different velocities of 25 UAVs. The

average speed of 50 mobile targets is 56 km/h. The energy
consumption in communication decreases with the veloci-
ties of UAVs increasing due to the low frequency of remote
cooperation operations. It is energy-wasting to explore mul-
tiple relays. However, our algorithm still achieves low-
energy communication when the velocity of UAVs is signifi-
cantly lower than that of targets compared to the bench-
marks. It implies that our designed cyber-twin system can
adaptively imitate the dynamic MTT to improve the track-
ing efficiency. The relevant overhead reduces by 81.25%
contrasting to the existing ISAC-based algorithm.

Fig. 9. The comparisons of obtained reward are given under different numbers of UAVs and mobile targets.

Fig. 10. The multidimensional performance evaluation for energy consumption in communication and latency overhead.
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With the same parameters, Fig. 10f compares the latency
overhead under different tracking velocities of UAVs. The
latency is gradually reduced with the increase of the mobile
speed of UAVs. Our algorithm realizes the low-latency per-
formance compared to other benchmarks. The latency is
acceptable when the average velocity of UAVs is 32 km/h
while targets move at 56 km/h. In this case, our algorithm
can rapidly discover the optimal neighbors to implement
cooperative tracking. Meanwhile, our designed remote
cooperation assists UAVs in transmitting data of targets to
distant cooperators in real-time. Our algorithm efficiently
reduces (66.7%, 77.9%) latency overhead compared to the
DRL-based and Deep-Q learning-based algorithms.

Next, the sensing performance formulated in Eq. (5) is
estimated under the scenario with 20 UAVs and 40 mobile
targets. Fig. 11 shows the comparison of sensing perfor-
mance as the iteration increases. On the whole, the sensing
performance can promote as the iteration goes up. Since
our algorithm can conduct UAVs to adjust their posture
for valid sensing, high sensing performance is realized
under a stable status. By contrast, the conventional DDPG
algorithm can also ensure extensive sensing while incur-
ring vast energy consumption in communication by fre-
quent data exchange with a virtual center. Based on the
joint consideration of sensing and communication, our
algorithm promoting 14% sensing performance can achieve
a comprehensive area coverage compared to the existing
ISC-based algorithm.

In addition, the sensing performance is estimated under
the given scenario with 30 UAVs and diverse targets in
Fig. 12. In contrast to the benchmarks, the sensing perfor-
mance can gradually improve as the number of targets
increases. It implies that our lightweight cyber-twin system
can conduct UAVs to perform dynamic sensing for time-
varying targets. Explicitly, instead of collecting all the

environmental information, our proposed lightweight
cyber-twin system with a given attention mechanism only
obtains the information of sensed targets and observed
neighbors. It can significantly reduce imitation complexity
and ensure real-time posture transfer for efficient target
sensing. Our algorithm with the lightweight cyber-twin can
improve the sensing performance by about 20% compared
to the optimal DDPG algorithm in the dynamic UAV-MTT
network.

The successful tracking ratio formulated by Eq. (6) is
evaluated under the same scenario as in Fig. 11. Fig. 13
shows a comparison between the successful tracking ratio
and the moving velocities of targets. We can find that our
algorithm can always maintain the highest tracking ratio for
different targets moving at diverse speeds. It implies that
our designed lightweight mapping in the cyber-twin system
can conduct remote UAVs to fly to feasible airspace loca-
tions for tracking highly moving targets. Compared to the
non-cooperative tracking and conventional DDPG, our
algorithm improves the successful tracking ratio by 21.0%
and 26.3%, respectively.

Finally, the successful tracking ratio is verified under the
different numbers of deployed targets in Fig. 14. The
designed cyber-twin system can accurately track multiple
targets in a given area. It can outperform the benchmarks
by over 90% in terms of successful tracking ratio as the
number of targets increases with 25 deployed UAVs with
average 32 km/h speed. It is because our lightweight sys-
tem can guide those remote UAVs for standby tracking. For
the case of highly moving targets, our algorithm can pro-
mote a 7.6% and 29.3% success ratio compared with the
non-cooperative tracking algorithm and the conventional
DDPG algorithm.

Based on the results of Figs. 13 and 14, we can further
analyze the relationship between the numbers of UAVs and

Fig. 11. Sensing performance vs. iterations.

Fig. 12. Sensing performance vs. number of deployed targets.

Fig. 13. Tracking ratio vs. moving velocity of targets.

Fig. 14. Tracking ratio vs. number of deployed targets.
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targets. With the 96% successful tracking ratio, 25 UAVs
with an average 32 km/h speed can accurately track 25 tar-
gets with an average 56 km/h speed under the acceptable
1.5 s system response latency. Our system will provide a
tracking service with more targets if we tolerate to reduce
the successful tracking ratio. UAVs can sense mobile targets
up to 50 with a 91.5% successful tracking ratio. In this case,
we can dynamically adjust tracking indicators, including
system response latency, successful tracking ratio, and fly-
ing velocity, to adapt to diverse tracking scenarios based on
different requirements.

6.3 Performance Discussion

In the MTT system, the tracking performance is affected by
the number of targets as well as the density of targets. The
different number of targets and different densities can affect
some system performance indicators such as tracking
time and success ratio. In this work, we specifically ana-
lyze three important system performance indicators to
estimate the impact of the number of targets and the tar-
get density on the tracking performance, including sys-
tem response time, system processing capability, and system
error ratio.

As a significant MTT performance indicator, the system
response time can reflect the algorithm practicability. It
includes sensing time, data processing latency, latency
among UAVs, and decision-making time. It is noted that the
training process is achieved based on an offline mode [45].
In Fig. 10d, we find that the response time of the designed
algorithm is always less than 1.5 s as the number and den-
sity of mobile targets increase in the large-scale tracking
area. The response time is stable when the number of targets
is more than that of UAVs. In other words, our system can
ensure the real-time tracking requirement with excess loads.
It is lower than all the benchmarks.

The system process capability is given to analyze the algo-
rithm effectiveness when the MTT system is overloaded
(i.e., there exist numerous sensed targets with high density).
The processing capability can be formulated as 1

RT [46],
where RT denotes the system response time. In this context,
we mainly focus on the software process capability with off-
the-shelf onboard sensors and computers. Based on the sim-
ulation results, our system can cope with 500 mobile targets
per second with a deployment density of 55.6 targets per
km2 under the given system latency requirement. Our sys-
tem can improve the process capability of the existing
ISAC-based algorithm by 81.25%.

With the stable system performance, the system error ratio
can be estimated based on the timeout ratio. The timeout
ratio reflects the tracking effectiveness that can be equiva-
lent to the successful tracking ratio. In Fig. 14, the highly
successful tracking performance with over 90% can be still
obtained when the number of mobile targets is twice as
many as that of UAVs. From Fig. 13, we can observe that 20
UAV with average 56 km/h speed can accurately track 40
targets with average 72 km/h speed. It ensure a 95% suc-
cessful tracking ratio in the given 3 km� 3 km area. There-
after, our designed system is able to provide accurate and
real-time tracking performance even in scenarios with a
large number of tracking targets.

We also test the MTT system in practical scenarios shown
in Fig. 8a. We deploy three UAVs and a single target. The
trajectory of the target is collected based on the above-men-
tioned method. The sensing and tracking areas are the same
circular region with a 30 m radius and constant flight height
of 50 m. Trackers communicate with neighbors using WiFi
devices in the Local Area Network (LAN). Trackers imple-
ment hover and rotation operations to detect the target and
neighbors. Manifold computes the relative physical distance
collected from sensors when target detection is successful.
The imitation process is implemented in the Manifold.
Trackers adjust postures based on the gyroscope sensor and
move toward the target when the relative distance is over a
given 25 m threshold.

In addition, the prediction information is transmitted to
the neighbor based on socket communication technology. A
socket is one endpoint of a two-way communication link
between two programs running on the network. It is bound
to a port number so that the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) layer can identify the application to which data is
destined to be sent. The neighbor also informs the remote
tracker to move towards an assigned position that is
smoothly implemented based on GPS. The energy con-
sumption in communication with 6.2 J is computed based
on the change in electric quantity. The system latency over-
head is obtained by theoretical calculation with 1.3 s. There-
after, the MTT can be extended into a large-scale scenario
with multiple UAVs and targets. It is challenging to ensure
safe flight and reliable data transmission. In this case, we
can equip multiple laser-ranging sensors to acquire distance
relations among UAVs and targets. The stable data trans-
mission can be achieved by accessing moderate UAVs in
the same LAN.

The ISC-based tracking cooperation is highly extendable
based on data-driven and model-driven technologies for
the UAV-MTT network. Inversely, traditional communica-
tions mainly focus on model-driven solutions, which
directly depend on perfect datasets that are impossible to
obtain, thus the energy consumption in communication is
significantly increased for real-time MTT. This paper has
provided enhanced communication and sensing for UAV
cooperation and real-time MTT. Our algorithm is verified
by multidimensional comparisons.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have designed a cooperative tracking
framework to realize a high-efficient tracking for practical
MTT scenarios. We propose a cyber-twin-based cooperative
tracking algorithm. This algorithm achieves accurate track-
ing of heterogeneous targets with time-varying speeds.
Explicitly, UAVs can use tailored cyber-twin models to
coordinate suitable neighbors and remote UAVs for track-
ing cooperation, so that the communication overheads
caused by the cooperation among UAVs can be significantly
reduced. These contributions make our system outperform
the benchmarks by up to 20.0% and 23.7%, in terms of sys-
tem sensing performance and successful tracking ratio,
respectively. However, the proposed framework introduces
extra computing overheads due to this tailored cyber-twin
model. The model maybe consume obvious computing
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resource of UAVs to ensure accurate and real-time target
estimation.

In the future, we will improve the flexibility of the track-
ing framework with the combination of centralized and dis-
tributed patterns, in which edge servers such as flying base
stations are available [47]. The flexible framework may pro-
vide centralized management to assist distributed MTT in
computing resource scheduling. In this context, the cyber-
twin model can be further optimized towards a more light-
weight way while processing more comprehensive data
through locally centralized management. Moreover, we will
consider real-time information exchange operation with
desired data as a part of future work as well.
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